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Abstract:  

The issue related with Automatic plant disease 

distinguishing proof utilizing obvious range pictures 

has gotten impressive consideration over the most 

recent two decades. The methods proposed so far are 

generally restricted in their degree and reliant on 

perfect catch conditions so as to work appropriately 

as required. The clear absence of critical 

progressions might be mostly clarified by some 

troublesome difficulties presented by the subject and 

one of such case is the nearness of complex 

foundations that can't be handily isolated from the 

locale of premium (area of interest). This paper 

provides a survey of various approaches which are 

being applied by different author’s inorder to 

eliminate the complex backgrounds and improve the 

results. 
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1. Introduction 

Segmentation is the way toward isolating a 

computerized picture into number of parts of 

intrigue. Main objective of Segmentation is to revise 

and also change the portrayal of a picture into 

something that is increasingly noteworthy and less 

requesting to contemplate. The eventual outcome of 

picture segmentation is a set of regions such that the 

collection of all those sets are considered to be 

spread over the entire picture, where each pixel in an 

area is similar concerning some trademark or enlisted 

property, for instance, color, texture, or intensity. 

Different segmentation strategies like Edge Based, 

Threshold, Region Based, Clustering and Watershed 

are being utilized. Picture segmentation is the most 

noteworthy activity in many picture preparing 

frameworks. The result of segmentation is mostly 

utilized for picture content understanding and visual 

substance acknowledgment through the 

distinguishing proof of locale of intrigue.       

Leaf segmentation is the initial step of most picture 

based devices for leaf investigation. The attempt to 

avoid that, a board (ideally white or blue) is put 

behind the leaf, this assignment can for the moment 

solve most part of the problem but has to perform 

this manually. Then again, if the foundation contains 

plants, leaves, soil and different components, the 

segmentation might be a test. Segmenting the leaf is 

especially troublesome when the foundation has a lot 

of green components. 

2. Literature Review 

The separation of background from the leaf is one of 

the important task in leaf disease identification. 

Various approaches are being proposed to achieve 

this, out of these some of them are discussed here:  

Barbedo et al., (2019), proposed the utilization of 

individual lesions and spots for the undertaking, as 

opposed to thinking about the whole leaf. This 

additionally permits the distinguishing proof of 

numerous ailments influencing a similar leaf. On the 

other hand, suitable symptom segmentation still 

needs to be done manually, preventing full 

automation. The exactnesses acquired utilizing this 

methodology were, in normal, 12% higher than those 

accomplished utilizing the original pictures. The 

explanation for the improvement in exactnesses was 

the first pictures were influenced because of the other 

factors. 

Zhang and Meng et al., (2011) introduced a way to 

deal with consequently distinguishing citrus infection 

from citrus leaf pictures caught in field. A 

progressive location technique was acquainted with 

fragment sore leaf pictures caught in field from 

foundation, which is not quite the same as past 

research dependent on pictures gathered in a lab 

situation. At that point a citrus lesion highlight 

descriptor was proposed by consolidating leaf picture 

shading and surface data to demonstrate citrus 

infection injuries. Neighborhood LBPH descriptors 

were utilized so as to uncover the spatial properties 
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of citrus blister in every sore zone. An altered 

AdaBoost calculation (SceBoost) which author 

created before was utilized to choose the most 

noteworthy highlights. Thus author has legitimately 

isolated the sores from leaf and foundation utilizing a 

two-way hierarchical coordinating strategy. 

Alenyà et al. (2013)  tackled a quite complex task 

that required the extraction of ask-relevant plant 

parameters from plant images using a multi-stage 

algorithm, as well as the difficult problem of the 

actual execution of the robot motion towards the 

plant. The automation of plant probing has 

potentially a wide range of applications both in the 

agricultural industry where certain, currently manual, 

tasks have to be executed repetitively for many 

plants, and in botanic experimentation, e.g., for 

phenotyping, where leaf sample discs are commonly 

used to analyze plant development in order to 

determine the genetic factors that control growth. 

The author has used depth information for localizing 

the leaves and extracting them from the rest of the 

image. 

Wang et al. (2013) analyze the background and 

foreground images of jujube leaf, and propose a new 

Adaptive thresholding algorithm that can segment 

single leaves in a leaf image extracted randomly 

from an online system. The author has used the so-

called marker controlled watershed segmentation, 

which is based on the selection of certain local 

minima from the image's gradient as control markers, 

for separating leaves from the rest of the image.  

Sena et al., (2013) has developed and evaluated an 

algorithm at simplified lighting conditions for 

identifying damaged maize plants by the fall 

armyworm using digital colour images. Images of 

damaged and non-damaged maize plants were taken 

in eight different stages and in three different light 

intensities, whereas Huang, (2007) has proposed an 

application of neural network and image processing 

techniques for detecting and classifying Phalaenopsis 

seedling diseases, including bacterial soft rot (BSR), 

bacterial brown spot (BBS), and Phytophthora black 

rot (PBR). The lesion areas with BSR, PBR, and 

BBS of Phalaenopsis seedlings were segmented by 

an exponential transform with an adjustable 

parameter and image processing techniques. They 

have choosen to tackle this problem under more 

controlled conditions, in which the images of plants 

placed in pots are captured in the laboratory. In this 

case, usually only the pot and compost are to be 

removed from the image.  

Cui et al., (2009) explored feasible methods for 

detecting soybean rust and quantifying severity. The 

images of soybean leaves with different rust severity 

were collected using both a portable 

spectroradiometer and a multispectral CDD camera. 

Different forms of vegetation indices were used to 

investigate the possibility of detecting rust infection. 

Results indicated that both leaf development stage 

and rust infection severity changed the surface 

reflectance within a wide band of spectrum. (Kruse 

et al., 2014) has proposed different feature vectors 

and classification methods were compared to 

determine a robust and accurate approach for 

pixelwise identification of leaf surface injury from 

RGB images acquired using a standard digital SLR 

camera. Four classifiers and feature vectors including 

different colour and spatial information were 

evaluated. The LDA approach provided a high mean 

accuracy of 95%. Both the authors tried to remove 

the background manually. 

Moya et al., (2005), has proposed to isolate the leaf 

from other elements prior to image capture, whereas 

De Coninck et al., (2011) has placed the leaf in 

closed box before capturing it. There are various 

other approaches available such as placing the leaf in 

Petri dishes, using scanners, containers, boards etc 

inorder to handle the background problem. 

 

3. Conclusion 
 

The purpose of this survey was to give an overview 

of the techniques which are being utilized for 

separating the leaf from the background. As we have 

understood that the presence of complex background 

in an image acts as a hurdle not only in leaf disease 

identification but also in severity measurement. As 

we have discussed above many researchers have 

proposed various method to eliminate the 

background from the image, out of those some were 

manual whereas some were automated. But still there 

is a scope for many more automated methods to be 

explored.  
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